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Welcome to your staging guide. I hope you find it clear and
helpful. When properly applied, these tips truly increase the
marketable value of a home and will help it sell more quickly
too! Call or text me with any specific questions you may have

during the process.

971-285-2718    |   Licensed Realtor in OR & WA



When you've decided to list a property, results can
vary widely based on first impressions. While other
factors are quite important, staging is an essential

element to create the best results. 
 

I have procured a series of steps you can take to
ensure your listing starts off with a bang and sells for

the best price. After selling properties for years, I have
boiled down the components of staging to the

essentials in this guide.
 

 When you are done with the process, your house will
shine for the camera and buyers will flock to your

open houses and schedule tours.
 

Professional staging is an option, but a willing home
owner can often produce effective results with just a

few shifts in the right direction.

Why Staging?
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Questions? Ask Matthew



Better preparation leads to better results. 
Don't skip this step.
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Discover what you don't need during 
staging, and how this helps. 

The right ideas drive the right actions, and
achieve the best results.

Finalize your staging design, and help buyers 
discover the possibilities that make them buy.

 



Benefits to staging a home go well beyond pleasing the eye. As
you go through the preparations for staging, you will find
yourself more prepared mentally, emotionally, and physically
for your next move too. Trust me, this really helps.

Staging brings a new purpose to a house - showing off a
property's best attributes! This will allow the right buyers to
connect in a personal way & offer you top dollar. 

No seller wants their listing sitting on the market and losing
value. Take the steps outlined in this guide for best results.

PART ONE

Before Staging



Don't stress this. It's NOT time for photos yet.
It's time to see your own space without distractions.

LIGHT CLEANING
& ORGANIZING

STEP ONE
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A Reset for Less
Distractions

Feeling good in your space - a reset

reawakens your sense of calm & joy.
Create a foundation for the rest of the
process by regaining clarity of where
your things are.
More easily connect to the purpose of
each space in your house so you can
highlight the best features.
Starting the process from a reset space
will lead to elevated staging and inspire
buyers.

When preparing for the rest of the
process, think about resetting your space
to how you've most enjoyed it. 

This reset provides many benefits:

If you don't know where to begin,
sometimes a light cleaning is all you need
to get started. 

Once things are in their proper place and
you've completed a little refresh, you'll
have the mental and physical space to
tackle staging. 

Further your sense of peace and clarity
before moving into the next steps.



Most people live with a surplus of stuff. 
Let's find out what is needed for staging and 

what can be packed up.
Let's get into it!

NON - ESSENTIALS

STEP TWO
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Give It Away or 
Pack It Up!
When preparing to sell a property,
we often find plenty of stuff that
has already served it's purpose in
our lives. The preparation for
staging is an optimal time to
relinquish these items to the next
owner or toss them in the bin.

BONUS: Anything you are done
with won't take up space in your
new home!

Give your excess items to charities,
friends, or sell things. Opt for what is
energy and time efficient as well.

If you still have items that you do not
need during your home sale, I highly
suggest packing them up. Label
everything clearly, so unpacking in
your new home will be a breeze. 

Neatly place the boxes in storage
areas. You can rent a storage unit for
a few months, or place them in your
garage.

It's time for the deep dive home
edit!

CAUTION: Set aside any
potential styling items until
you have finalized your
staging design.



Be Good to Yourself

Give yourself a completion date for steps 1 & 2.
Celebrate. Every. Single. Win.

Give  yourse l f  a  thought fu l  reminder  you  can
keep  c lose  dur ing  the  process .

 
 
 

"I only want to bring the best of the best with me. I
am happy to let go of the rest."

MANTRA FOR YOUR STUFF



Now that your house has been
reset, it's time to look at staging.
The entire point of staging is to

evoke the most interest from the
most buyers.

CONCEPTS OF

STAGING

STEP THREE
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Reflect

Pack up 98%, if not all, of your personal
photos and personalized art.
If it's alright with you, it's time to pack
up your religious and political items. 
Create a non-controversial shopping
experience making it easy for for others
to see themselves in every space.

Home buyers are trying to visualize and feel
their own lives in the house you are selling.
They aren't trying to get to know you. 

How can we help buyers get excited?

STAGING IS AN INVITATION TO BUY

Styling

LessLessLess
thisthisthisMoreMoreMore

thisthisthis

Styling gives energy and interest which is
important, but it ought to be interesting
while not too personal.

It is NOT time to style yet, but as
mentioned, keep your styling pieces
available for after the next step. 

INSPIRATION:
Think magazines.
Think editorial.



PURPOSEFUL SPACES

Set the Scene

It doesn't take much to convey an idea to an observant
buyer - and trust me, buyers are looking closely. Give
them something to enjoy, but don't distract them from
the house. Want to create a cozy coffee nook? A
blanket over a wood bench and a coffee cup on the
table can do the trick. Make a journey of simple scenes. 

Simple is Sufficient

visual artists & musicians
parents/children/multi-family
gardeners
professionals
entertainers & entertainment
the family chef
athletes
hobbyists
animal lovers

Staging should connect with a
variety of home shoppers. Try to
appeal to the masses.

Consider giving renewed purpose
to every space inside and out. It's
okay to include breathing room,
but create invitations that would
entice people like: 

HINTS OVER HAMMERS

Create a map or
write an outline
of the scenes

you are staging. 



I 'M HERE FOR YOU TOO!

Most sellers want to feel they have done all they can to
make their house stand out from the crowd so they feel

confident about earning top dollar. 
 

Inevitably, doubts arise as you get closer to finalizing
your choices, but don't worry. I love DIY staging and I
can help fine tune your design for the greatest return.

STEP FOUR

4
A PLACE TO

REMEMBER
 IT 'S  T IME FOR SETTING THE STAGE &  GETTING PHOTO READY!



Lasting Impressions

Create Offers

Photos are the first impression a buyer has
of a property, and should inspire them to
shop. Quality staging will ultimately play to
the angles in which a photographer is able
to take photos. Arrange all pieces to play
nice with the camera. 

Upon further inspection, most
sellers find there is more
exterior preparation needed
than expected. It's normal. Still,
don't underestimate the value of
proper curb appeal. If shoppers
don't feel welcome, they walk
away.

A buyer doesn't sit down for breakfast
they just walk through quickly. Staging
should be mindful of this fact. Display the
scenes in an accessible and appealing way.
Keep spaces visible and open.

A BUYER WALKS THROUGH

CURB APPEAL

QUESTIONS? 
More than just great design, I can help you achieve

photogenic staging!
 

Call or Text Matthew
971-285-2718

 

SMILE FOR THE CAMERA



Begin positioning the large items
in each of your scenes. Feel
them out for camera angles, and
walkthrough-shoppers. 

Once you are set, arrange a few
styling pieces. Less is often more
in a photo. Highlight the space, &
purpose in each scene you are
setting - nothing more.

Play with Placement
& Get it Sold!

Make your house sparkle! A thorough
cleaning prepares the house for the
photos and shoppers. Staying on top of
the cleaning serves two purposes - putting
your best foot forward, and less cleaning
when moving out.

Refer back to this DIY Guide throughout
the process and make sure you are on
track!

FINAL T IPS

Contact me, Matthew McCarthy,
for personalized guidance during
the staging process & to list your
house with excellence.



Overview &
Reminders

Your staging efforts will ensure your confidence of a job
well done.
Be kind to yourself during the process.
The sale of any home is one of the most impactful
financial opportunities in life. Give it your best!
A staged home gets more offers, sells faster, & sells for a
greater price.
Statistics confirm my experience as a seller's and buyer's
agent. DIY staging is worth the effort - 100%.

- Matthew McCarthy

You will need to make many choices when staging
a home, but you don't have to make them alone.
Schedule your personalized staging consultation

to get the clarity you need to succeed.

971-285-2718    |   matthew@ihomeoregon.com Licensed Realtor in OR & WA



NOTES. IDEAS. CHECKLIST.

DATE STEP #

YOU'VE GOT THIS!

TO DOGOALS

PRINT MORE AS NEEDED


